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humiliation

22:2:2 If hundreds of
15:2:3 I have seen hundreds
experiences have shown him
of families set their feet in
that one drink means another
the path that really goes
debacle with all its attendant
somewhere; have seen the
suﬀering and humiliation,
most impossible domestic
why is it he takes that one
situations righted; feuds and
drink?
bitterness of all sorts wiped
out.
24:1:3 We are unable, at
certain times, to bring into our 19:2:2 Those of us who live
consciousness with suﬃcient
in large cities are overcome
force the memory of the
by the reflection that close by
suﬀering and humiliation of
hundreds are dropping into
even a week or a month ago.
oblivion every day.
22:2:2
If hundreds of
humility
experiences
have shown him
13-14 Belief in the power of
that
one
drink
means another
God, plus enough willingness,
debacle
with
all
its attendant
honesty and humility to
suﬀ
ering
and
humiliation,
establish and maintain the
why is it he takes that one
new order of things, were the
drink?
essential requirements.
51:0:3 When many hundreds
73:0:5 But they had not
of people are able to say
learned enough of humility,
that the consciousness of the
fearlessness and honesty, in
Presence of God is today the
the sense we find it necessary,
most important fact of their
until they told someone else
lives, they present a powerful
all their life story.
reason why one should have
faith.
humorous
91:3:10 If his mood is light, tell 136:1:2 He has hired and fired
him humorous stories of your
hundreds of men.
escapades.
152:4:3 If you live in a large
place, there are hundreds.
hunch
161:1:5
Being a large place,
87:0:1 What used to be the
we
think
that some day its
hunch or the occasional
Fellowship will number many
inspiration gradually becomes
hundreds.
a working part of the mind.

hundred

H

hundreds

5:1:3
Sometimes a small deal
would net a few hundred
dollars, and I would pay
my bills at the bars and
delicatessens.
23:1:3 If you ask him why he
started on that last bender, the
chances are he will oﬀer you
any one of a hundred alibis.
42:2:1 “Then they outlined the
spiritual answer and program
of action which a hundred
of them had followed
successfully.
62:1:3 Driven by a hundred
forms of fear, self-delusion,
self-seeking, and self-pity, we
step on the toes of our fellows
and they retaliate.
136:3:1 I was at one time
assistant manager of a
corporation department
employing sixty-six hundred
men.

hung
7:2:4
For three for four
months the goose hung high.
73:0:3 They took inventory all
right, but hung on to some of
the worst items in stock.

hungry
36:1:7 On the way I felt
hungry so I stopped at a
roadside place where they
have a bar.

hurry
113:1:8 Wait until repeated
stumbling convinces him he
must act, for the more you
hurry him the longer his
recovery may be delayed.
128:1:7 He may demand that
the family find God in a
hurry, or exhibit amazing
indiﬀerence to them and
say he is above worldly
considerations.

hurt
13:3:2 We made a list of
people I had hurt or toward
whom I felt resentment.
18:1:2 If a person has cancer
all are sorry for him and no
one is angry or hurt.
36:2:1 “Suddenly the thought
crossed my mind that if I were
to put an ounce of whiskey in
my milk it couldn’t hurt me
on a full stomach.
62:1:4 Sometimes they
hurt us, seemingly without
provocation, but we invariably
find that at some time in the
past we have made decisions
based on self which later
placed us in a position to be
hurt.
64-65 In most cases it was
found that our self-esteem, our
pocketbooks, our ambitions,
our personal relationships
(including sex) were hurt or
threatened.
69:1:3 Whom had we hurt?
70:3:6 We have listed the
people we have hurt by our
conduct, and are willing to
straighten out the past if we
can.
74:1:3 It may be one of our
own family, but we cannot
disclose anything to our wives
or our parents which will
hurt them and make them
unhappy.
76:4:2 As we look over the list
of business acquaintances and
friends we have hurt, we may
feel diﬃdent about going to
some of them on a spiritual
basis.
95:2:2 This he may do after he
gets hurt some more.
10:5:2 We have had long
rendezvous with hurt
pride, frustration, self-pity,
misunderstanding and fear.
116-117 When we do that, we
find it solves our problems
too; the ensuing lack of fear,
worry and hurt feelings is a
wonderful thing.
117:3:1 Some of the snags you
will encounter are irritation,
hurt feelings and resentments.
124-125 A few of us have had
these growing pains and they
hurt a great deal.
125:0:1 Husbands and wives
have sometimes been obliged

